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THF: 3-way Hierarchical Framework For Efficient
Client Selection And Resource Management In

Federated Learning
Muhammad Asad Member, IEEE, Ahmed Moustafa, Fethi A.Rabhi, and Muhammad Aslam

Abstract—Federated Learning (FL) is a promising technique
for collaboratively training machine learning models on massively
distributed clients data under privacy constraints. However,
the existing FL literature focuses on speeding-up the learning
process and ignores minimizing the communication cost which
is critical for resource-constrained clients. To this end, in this
paper, we propose a novel 3-way hierarchical framework (THF)
to promote communication efficiency in FL. Using the proposed
framework, only a cluster-head (CH) communicates with the
cloud server through edge-aggregation in order to minimize the
communication cost of clients. In particular, the clients upload
their local models to their respective CHs, which are responsible
to forward them to the corresponding edge-server. The edge-
server averages the local models and iterates until it achieves the
edge-accuracy. Afterward, each edge-server uploads the edge-
models to the cloud server for global aggregation. In this way,
model downloading and uploading requires less bandwidth due
to the short distance from source to destination that makes
an efficient 3-way hierarchical network structure. In addition,
we formulate a joint communication and computation resource
management scheme through efficient client selection in order
to achieve global cost minimization in FL. We conduct extensive
empirical evaluations on diverse data learning tasks on multiple
datasets to signify that THF achieves global cost savings and
converges within fewer communication rounds compared to other
FL approaches.

Index Terms—Federated Learning; Client Selection; Resource
Management; Edge-Aggregation;

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, Deep Learning (DL) has revolutionized the usage
of big data to train learning models for several applications
including object recognition, classification and the predic-
tion of future events [1]. Those applications of DL require
processing massive amounts of data that are generated from
resource-constrained client-devices e.g., smartphones, tablets
or mobile sensors which introduces the concept of Internet-
of-Things (IoT) [2]. Traditionally, IoT sends the data to a
cloud server to be processed in a centralized training manner,
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which may result into privacy issues during the data collec-
tion at the cloud server. To overcome the privacy threats in
this centralized training, a new paradigm for decentralized
training named Federated Learning (FL) has been recently
introduced [3]. The principle of FL is that it enables clients to
collaboratively train a global learning model while preserving
sensitive data locally from the cloud server. However, FL
suffers from several challenges including communication and
computation overhead [4]. In particular, the end-devices may
require long transmission latency to reach the satisfactory
learning accuracy in real-time networks. In addition, due to
the limited computation and communication resources in these
devices, the learning performance suffers with the increasing
number of communication rounds.

To this end, in this paper, we propose a novel 3-way
hierarchical framework, in which clients form clusters that
communicate with the cloud server through edge-aggregation.
In particular, firstly, we generate clusters of clients based on
their location, where we choose Cluster-Heads (CHs) among
the clients based on their available resources. Then, we fix
edge-servers near to the cloud that additionally undergoes local
models computation and perform the communication opera-
tions between the CHs and the cloud server. The responsibili-
ties of CHs and edge-servers include the edge-aggregation of
local models that are received from the clients. Once each CH
receives the local learning models, they transmit those models
to the corresponding edge-server which averages the local
models and iterates until the desired edge-accuracy is achieved.
Afterward, each edge-server uploads those local models to the
cloud server for global aggregation. The experimental results
prove that the proposed THF is able to achieve significant
communication efficiency through edge-aggregation of CHs
and edge-servers. The major contributions in this paper are
summarized below:

1) We propose a novel 3-way hierarchical framework
(THF), which offers low latency and higher efficiency
in FL through effective communication. In particular,
we deploy the edge-servers between the clients and
the cloud server, where the edge-servers additionally
undergoes for the local model computation that helps
achieve the global cost minimization.

2) In the proposed THF framework, all the clients in
each cluster are connected with each other so that they
can accomplish tasks collaboratively. In particular, the
proposed THF framework exploits the clients knowledge
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and ask the CHs to select the suitable clients for a
particular FL task.

3) We address the computation and communication re-
source management problem through a convex optimiza-
tion algorithm and merge with the THF framework in or-
der to achieve global cost minimization. The simulation
experiments demonstrate that THF achieves significant
performance over the state-of-the-art FL approaches.

4) Various studies have been conducted on resource con-
straint FL but to the best of our knowledge, we are the
first to consider a comprehensive framework for efficient
client selection and effective resource management.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we briefly introduce the literature review in four different
categories that motivated us to conduct this research. In Sec-
tion III, we propose the main contribution and explain the THF
framework. We conduct experiments and evaluate the proposed
THF framework in Section IV. We present the complexity
analysis in Section V. We discuss the major contribution in
Section VI. We conclude our paper and define the future work
in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we summarize the existing work in the
following categories:

A. Federated Learning
Federated Learning (FL) targets the unbalanced and non

independent and identically distributed (non-i.i.d) data which
makes it different from classic distributed optimization [5],
[6], [7]. In particular, FL selects a fraction of clients and
performs model training over the local data of those clients
in each communication round. For example, the state-of-the-
art FedAvg algorithm [8] allows each client to iterate the local
update several times in each round in order to minimize the
global communication cost. However, the centralized commu-
nication between the clients and the cloud server may ignore
the straggling clients that are not able to report in a given
time. This dropout possibility of clients in FL systems make
the whole paradigm to suffer from communication deficiency
[9].

B. Optimal Clustering
The training of machine learning models on homogeneous

clients can be improved through clustering. In the existing
literature, several algorithms have been proposed that require
an estimation of the number of clusters [10], [11], [12], [13].
Since the distributed network of clients can be heterogeneous,
we cannot estimate the exact number of clusters, therefore,
an adaptive mechanism of cluster determination must be
employed [14]. To this end, hierarchical clustering can be an
optimal solution especially when the number of clusters is
unknown and all samples are assigned to the relevant cluster.
The major benefit of using hierarchical clustering is its ability
to scale-up the number of samples and clusters up-to the
requirement [15].

C. Client Selection
In many IoT applications, the given task to the clients can

be so complex that the success of these tasks depends not only
on the client’s expertise but also on how these clients can work
collaboratively as a team. For example, in a tsunami scenario,
a group of clients are supposed to provide up-to-minute
information about the evacuation routes and precautionary
measures [16]. If, due to any reason, the communication fails
between the clients (e.g., geographic distance or language
barriers), the task cannot be done in time and cause life-
loss issues. Therefore, an efficient process of client selection
includes: (1) required skills, and (2) effective collaboration and
communication among them (relationship) [17]. The existing
research on these applications usually requires central data
processing where highly distributed clients upload their local
data to the central cloud server to generate a global model.

In FL settings, efficient client selection is crucial to perform
a given training task. In particular, optimal client selection
utilizes all the available client’s resources to obtain the targeted
accuracy. Traditionally, separate clients are selected and asked
to accomplish a given learning task independent from other
clients [18]. For example, improving the accuracy of labels
required a single client to independently perform the labeling
task in web-based applications [19]. However, the recent
advancements in distributed networks increased the complexity
of tasks and demand from clients to work collaboratively
based on their individual’s skills [20], [21]. As a matter
of fact, several approaches divide the complex tasks into
multiple simple sub-tasks and assign those sub-tasks to a group
of clients. Afterwards, the partial results from each client
are combined to produce the overall result [22], [23], [24].
However, those approaches considered the skills of individual
clients and ignored the interaction between them.

D. Resource Management
A plethora of research has been conducted on resource

management, especially in the communication constrained
applications [25]. For example, in FL settings, the deployed
clients are heterogeneous in their communication and com-
putation capabilities due to the different software, hardware
and network conditions [26]. Conversely, FL requires iterative
synchronization on clients that demands optimal communica-
tion and computation resource management to improve the
efficiency without compromising the training accuracy [27],
[28]. Several approaches have been proposed in this context,
where the clients coordinate with each other and divide the
complex task on multiple clients based on the skills and the
global knowledge from central server [29], [30], [31].

In this paper, we address the aforementioned problems and
propose a comprehensive solution in FL. In particular, we pro-
pose a novel 3-way hierarchical framework (THF) that divides
the communication overhead (clients-to-server) on edges and
effectively achieves global cost minimization through efficient
client selection and optimal resource management.

III. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

In this section, we briefly explain the system model and the
work mechanism of the proposed THF framework.
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Fig. 1: The 3-way hierarchical framework, where the clients are associated with their clusters and communicate with the server
through edge-aggregation of CH-to-edge and edge-to-Cloud.

A. System Model

In the THF framework, we assume a group of clients
C = {c : c = 1, 2, 3, ..., C} deployed in the network, a
cloud server X located at the top of the network, and edge-
servers M = {m : m = 1, 2, 3, ...,M} located between the
clients and the cloud. In each communication round, only
Cm ⊆ C participates in the training process, where each client
owns a local dataset D = {(x, y)}, where x represents the
input sample and y represents the corresponding output in a
FL task. In Fig. 1, we present a 3-way hierarchical network
structure of the proposed framework, where the clients are
divided into clusters (CLs’). In each CL, only a cluster head
(CH) communicates with the corresponding M that averages
the local models and broadcast the global model for the next
communication round of local model computations. All the
connected clients additionally iterate until the corresponding
M reaches an edge-accuracy. Afterward, all the M upload
the edge-models to the X for aggregation. For the reader’s
convenience, a list of notations that are widely used in the
paper is given in Table I, while the arithmetic operations and
their symbols are to be understood element-wise.

B. Clustering Mechanism

In the proposed framework, we opt to use agglomerative
clustering [32] in order to form CLs’ of similar clients. All
the data samples belongs to a single client, where each sample
is simply a vectorized local model update. In particular, the
agglomerative clustering starts by partitioning the dataset into
singleton clients and merging step by step the current pair of
mutually closest clients into a CL until the last client remains,
which comprises the full dataset [33].

In order to find those similar clients, we define a combi-
natorial optimization problem. Given a set of N data vectors

TABLE I: List of notations that are widely used in the
following paper.

Notation Description

C Group of clients
Cm Participating clients
CH Cluster head
X Cloud server
M Edge-servers
D local datasets
CL Group of clusters
N Global Communication rounds
e Local epochs
µ Global model
η Learning rate
` Loss function
ε Edge-accuracy
λPe Transmission energy
λPd

Transmission delay
% Federated learning task
Ω Possible combination of teams
TC Possible teams in one cluster
Sc Possible skills of clients
min O Overhead minimizations

X = {x : x = 1, 2, 3, ..., z}, partition the dataset into N

clusters. The clustering is represented as the set CL = {n :
n = 1, 2, 3, ...,N}. The partition P = {p : p = 1, 2, 3, ..., p}
defines the clustering providing the index for each data vector
to the cluster where it is assigned. A cluster CLi is defined
as a set of data vector that belong to a same partition i:

CLi = {xi|pi = i}. (1)

During each clustering step, the pairwise distance using the
Euclidean distance metric between all clients is calculated to
find their similarity. The data vectors belongs to the Euclidean
distance use the mean square error as the distortion function:
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Algorithm 1: Cluster Head Selection
Input: Global Model: (µr−1), set of clients:
C = {c : c = 1, 2, 3, ..., C}, threshold value τ , client
resources R, group of ESs:
M = {m : m = 1, 2, 3, ...,M} and a cloud server X;

Output: Cluster Heads (CHs);
initialization;
for each round r ∈ [1, N ] do

Model µr−1 →M ;
µik = µt−1

k − η∆µ`(µt−1, cik)(i = 1);
τ(Cm) =

P(Cm)

1−P(Cm)(r mod 1
P(Cm)

)
;

P(Cm) generates random number;
Random number < τ(Cm) = CH
if τ > random number then

return CH;
else

non-CH client;
µik = µi−1

k − η∆µ`(µc−1, cik)(i = 1, 2, 3, ..., n);
end

end
µk = µik
Each CH aggregates µk to X through their
corresponding M;

MSE(N,P) =
1

N
.

N∑
i=1

||xi − pi||2 (2)

The most similar clients and located nearby are merged into
one cluster CLi. In particular, the agglomerative clustering
generates the clusters hierarchically using a sequence of merge
operations such as CLi ← c1 ∪ c2. The process continues
until no single client remains. A Euclidean distance threshold
is used as a hyper-parameter to measure the distance between
similar clients and to initiate the clustering phase before the
beginning of training in each communication round [11].

In this clustering phase, all the participant clients train a
joint global model up to round N . Thus, the cloud server
identifies the nearby clients from the updated local models
and construct the CLs’. The cloud server then forwards those
information to the particular Mi and their associated Cm. Once
the CLs’ are created and the Cm association with their Mi is
decided, the corresponding Mi of each cluster selects a CH
based on the clients resources R e.g., residual energy E(Cm),
bandwidth, distance-from-Mi d

2
toMi

. In order to measure those
clients resources, the residual energy E(Cm) of each client is
crucial to compute the average residual energy Ē(r) of the
associated Cm.

Ē(r) =
1

C

C∑
i=1

E(Cm) (3)

In this way, the probability P(Cm)
of each Cm is different to

get selected as CH. We compute this probability as follows:

P(Cm)
= Popt

[
1−

Ē(r) − E(Cm)

Ē(r)

]
= Popt

E(Cm)

Ē(r) × d2
toMi

(4)

τ(Cm) =

{ P(Cm)

1−P(Cm)(r mod 1
P(Cm)

)
, if Cm ∈ C ,

0, otherwise
(5)

After the computation of τ(Cm), all P(Cm) generates a
random number. If the threshold value is greater than the
client’s random number, then this P(Cm) announces itself a
CH. Once each CH is chosen, then those established CLs’ of
clients train independently through in-cluster sequential data
training. In order to find a suitable CH in k − th cluster, the
respective Mi uses the global model µr−1 of the previous
communication round and calculates the clients resources after
t − th aggregation where cik denotes the data on the client i
in cluster k, such that

µk = µik (6)

where µik satisfies

{
µik = µt−1

k − η∆µ`(µt−1, cik)(i = 1)

µik = µi−1
k − η∆µ`(µi−1

k , cik)(i = 1, 2, 3, ..., n)
(7)

where η represents the learning rate, ` denotes the loss
function, ∆ denotes the averaged global model, c represent
the client, k represents the cluster, and t− 1 shows the global
model µ before the t − th aggregation. Note: In most FL
scenarios, the clients participate in collaborative training when
they are in static position, such as battery charging state [34].
Therefore, in our framework, we assume that the clients remain
stable and their geographical location stays unchanged. The
complete procedure of the optimal CH selection is given in
Algorithm 1.

After the hierarchical network structure is established as
shown in Fig. 1, all the Cm compute their local models
independently. The criteria of local model computation and
aggregation to cloud server is given below.

1) Model Computation: To achieve the local learning accu-
racy, the clients in each cluster run a number of local iterations
using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimization [35]. At
the t − th local iteration, each client obtains its local update
based on a predefined learning rate η. Afterwards, each client
transmits the computed local models to the selected CHs,
which incurs the transmission energy λPe and delay λPd

.
To overcome this issue, the corresponding Mi provides the
bandwidth to each cluster and the clients utilize it using the
time division multiple access (TDMA).

2) Edge Computation: Once the local model parameters
from all CHs are received by all the M, the M averages those
local models as

µa =

∑
Cm∈Mi

|D|µl
|DCm

|
(8)

where DCm
= ∪Cm∈Mi

, D is the aggregated data under a
single edge-server Mi, and Cm denotes the selected clients
from the total clients C. Afterward, the Mi broadcast µa
to CLs’ and all their connected clients Cm for the next
communication round of local model computation. All the
participant clients additionally iterate for local computation
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Algorithm 2: Local Models Aggregation
Input: local models: µ, set of clients:
C = {c : c = 1, 2, 3, ..., C}, set of CHs, group of ESs:
M = {m : m = 1, 2, 3, ...,M} and a cloud server X;

Output: Model aggregation to X;
initialization;
for each round r ∈ [1, N ] do

X aggregates µr−1 → C = {c : c = 1, 2, 3, ..., C};
Each client C computes local model µ;
Each CH ← ∀C(µ);
CH aggregates (∀C(µ)) → to corresponding Mi;
Mi averages (∀C(µ) =

∑
Cm∈Mi

Dµl)

Mi iterates δ(log( 1
ε ))

1−θ , and achieves ε;
Mi aggregates DCm → X ;

end
X aggregates ← ∀C(µ);
µr+1 → X;

until the Mi reaches to an edge-accuracy. In order to achieve
the desired edge-accuracy, the required number of epochs e is
shown in [36] for a general convex machine learning task as

e(ε, θ) =
δ(log( 1

ε ))

1− θ
(9)

where e denotes the edge epochs, ε represents the desired
edge-accuracy, θ represents the local epochs, and δ is a
constant depending on the learning task.

3) Model Aggregation: Once all the M achieves the ε,
the M upload the edge-models to the X . In the proposed
THF framework, we observe that the clients kept the raw data
privately and only local models are exchanged between the
clients, CHs and the M. Hence, the client’s privacy is well
preserved. In the end, X performs aggregation and generates a
new global model for the next round. The transmission of local
models through CHs and M in one global communication
round is given in Algorithm 2.

C. Client Selection
In the real world, clients are required to perform separate

tasks from each other. For example, in the application of
autonomous vehicles, some vehicles are required to transmit
the environmental reports while some are sensing the road
maps, and some are communicating with each other [37]. To
demonstrate the need for client selection, we explore the client
selection strategy in hierarchical clustering. In particular, we
consider the aforementioned THF framework and assign a FL
task % to the available clients in a given cluster. Here, the M

aims to select the clients based on the predeclared knowledge
and confidence level from the respective CH. Before going into
detail, we define the terminologies used in the client selection
process below.
• FL Task: The cloud server assigns a specific task to

all the clients, where the clients must achieve it through
collaborative training.

• Team: A group of clients accepted the task and fulfilled
the job requirement.

Algorithm 3: Client Selection
Input: Clients, Cluster, CHs and a FL Task %;
Output: Optimum team for FL task %;
initialization;
for TC ∈ Cluster ← % do

TC ∈ Ω
while M applies Eq. (10) → TC do∑

ci∈TCH
(ψ1S

CH
ci,s̄ ) & ψ2Q

CH
ci & ψ3Pci,s̄

& ψ4

∑
(c1,c2 )∈TCH×TCH

Rc1,c2 ;
ρ(maxε[1, Y ]) = 1

ε ≈ 35.4%
end

end
Tε → TC

• Skills: A qualitative measurement (e.g., CPU capacity,
RAM, bandwidth) defines the client is suitable for a given
task.

• Confidence: The selected team does the required task
optimally is the confidence of CH on the selected team.

• Relationship: The common qualities among the selected
teams define the relationship among the clients. This
relationship helps clients to achieve the required task
efficiently.

Towards the completion of a given FL task %, the selected
clients TC ∈ Ω associate themselves to a CH ∈ C and form
a Team that has all the required skills where Ω represents the
possible combinations of all the teams under the same CH.
The cardinality of |Ω| is equivalent to |C|−1ζ|%|−1 where xζy
is the combination of selecting y samples from x samples.
Here, we assume that % demands one skill per client and each
client can provide only one skill. Considering this assumption,
the possible teams in one cluster (TC) for % are generated of
random clients along with their corresponding CH as |ΩCH |=
|%|.

Here, we represent the set of all possible combinations of
skills by Sc(TC) where, |SCH(TCH)| = (|%|! ). Consequently,
the objective becomes to find the optimal CH ∈ C, its
members TC ∈ Ω and the combination of required skills
sCH(TCH) ∈ SCH(TCH) in order to obtain the maximum
efficiency Tε of TC, such that

(10)

Tε(M, CH,TCH , sCH(TCH))

=
∑

ci∈TCH

(ψ1S
CH
ci,s̄ − ψ2Q

CH
ci − ψ3Pci,s̄)

+ ψ4

∑
(c1,c2 )∈TCH×TCH

Rc1,c2 .

The above mentioned efficiency, i.e., TC is achieved through
the following four conditions:

1) The first condition for selecting a client in a cluster is to
maximize the

∑
ci∈TCH

(ψ1S
CH
ci,s̄ ), where ψ1 represents

the condition to measure the total skills required in TC , if
the combination is sCH(TCH). In particular, we assume
that CH is not fully aware about the clients skills and
predicts their estimated value as: SCHci,s̄ = Sci,s̄ + SCHci
where SCHci is the error estimated by CH about client
ci.
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Fig. 2: Stochastic approach for client selection evaluated
among all possible combinations of clients in the cluster.
The clients are selected based on the required skills and the
efficient collaboration among each other. (CH denotes the CH,
T{1,2,...,N} represents the selected teams, and Cm represents
the participant clients.)

2) Each M also focuses on selecting the team through CH
by minimizing the second condition

∑
ci∈TCH

(ψ2Q
CH
ci ).

In particular, the selected TC by the respective CH should
have a higher confidence level.

3) The third condition
∑
ci∈TCH

(ψ3Pci,s̄), is added to
minimize the selection cost.

4) Finally, the fourth condition
ψ4

∑
(c1,c2 )∈TCH×TCH

Rc1,c2 represents the relationship
between the clients and the CH in the same cluster.

In Eq. (10), Tε denotes the team efficiency, ψ1S represents
the clients’ skills, ψ2Q represents the CHs’ confidence, ψ3P
represents the clients’ selection cost, ψ4R represents the
relationship among clients, s̄ represents the required skills
according to the combination of sCH(TCH) where all the four
conditions are normalized, such that they have the same level
of magnitude. Therefore, Tε(M, CH,TCH , sCH(TCH)) is a
dimensionless multi-objective function that is weighted with
ψi ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, where the values in Eq. (10) are directed
as a client selection strategy. This client selection strategy is
formulated in Algorithm 3 and shown in Fig. 2.

In order to find TC we formulate optimization problem as
follows

ρ : max
M,CH,TCH ,sCH(TCH)

(M, CH,TCH , sCH(TCH)). (11)

The possible teams and the combination to test them, and
combine all required skills to measure among the clients make
it a many-to-one relation with the CH. Therefore, the optimiza-
tion formulation is classified as NP-hard. In order to solve
this problem, we use a stochastic approach. The stochastic
approach is merged with the proposed THF framework to
minimize the computation overhead.

Stochastic Approach: The proposed THF framework uti-
lizes the optimal stopping strategy which is based on odds
algorithm [38]. The stopping strategy observes multiple teams
one after the other |TC| in order to make a decision and
stopping on the interesting team. In particular, the interesting

team is the one who satisfies Eq. (11) along with the current
knowledge of all available teams. Here, we assume that each
M has the knowledge about how many teams can be formed
and all the teams are ready to accept the FL task %. Therefore,
the optimum solution is to calculate each team efficiency one
by one, through the previous global model µr−1, and sort them
accordingly. Once the teams are formed, the corresponding
M assigns them the learning tasks based on Eq. (10). After
the task assignment has been made, the selected team cannot
cancel it.

Since all the teams have equal probability, the best solution
is to observe 1

e% ≈ 35.4%, then select the first team with
maximum efficiency. In the worst case, the algorithm may
perform all the possible combinations but the probability of
this is ρ (maxε[1, Y ]), where Y = area of cluster

efficiency . The value
of ρ(maxε[1, Y ]) = 1

ε ≈ 36%, and the probability of selecting
the best team is 35.4%. However, the stochastic approach
can select the best team with ≈ 85% chances in the next
communication round.

D. Optimal Resource Management
Since resource management optimization in FL is challeng-

ing to solve, an efficient approach is to design a solution
that minimizes the overall system cost. Problem: The vast
combinatorial space for clients-to-edge association constraints
and the link of those entities with communication and com-
putation resource management in the objective function. It is
impractical to obtain an optimal solution for the given inputs
in real-time. To solve this problem, we divide resource man-
agement in the proposed THF into three subproblems: resource
management within a cluster, CH-to-edge and edge-to-cloud
transmission, and solve those subproblems through overhead
minimization in one global communication round using convex
optimization. Which proves that the resource management in
THF can converge within fewer communication rounds and
easily adapt for practical implementation.

Now, we provide concrete details for the optimal resource
management within one CLi while considering joint commu-
nication and computation optimization for the aforementioned
subproblems. To this end, we consider four different constants
related to client’s parameters p = {H, I, J,K} in any system
settings Q. Now, we can present the problem formulation of
overhead minimization for one global communication round
as follows:

min O = λPe
ECHCi

(T,ΥM:Ci
) + λPd

DCH
Ci

(T,ΥM:Ci
) =∑

Ci∈CH

(
HCi

ΥM:Ci

+ ICi
T 2
Ci

) +QmaxCi∈CH{
JCi

ΥM:Ci

+
KCi

fCi

}

(12a)

TminCi
≤ TCi

≤ TmaxCi
,∀C ∈ CH, (12b)

0 < ΥM:Ci
≤ ∀C ∈M (12c)

where min O represents the overhead minimization, λPeE
CH
Ci

represents the transmission energy of a single client and CH,
λPd

DCH
Ci

represents the delay of single client and CH, T
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represents the computation cost and Υ represents the allo-
cated bandwidth to the client. The optimization formulation is
proved to be convex by the following theorem:

Theorem 1. The aforementioned subproblem in Eq. (12) is
convex.

Proof. The subproblem minO is divided into three parts: 1)
HCi

ΥM:Ci
, 2) ICi

T 2
Ci

, and 3) QmaxCi∈CH{
JCi

ΥM:Ci
+
KCi

fCi
}, where

each part is related to each other and intuitively convex. By
applying the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) [39] conditions on
Eq. (12), we can derive the following structure.

Theorem 2. The best solution for clients computation T and
bandwidth ΥM:Ci

management in one communication round;
Eq. (12) satisfies

ΥM:C =
(HC + 2ICT

3

JC
KC)

1
3∑

C∈CH(HC + 2ICT 3

JC
KC)

1
3

. (13)

Proof. In order to manage Eq. (13) in a better way, let ϑ =
maxCi∈CH
{ JCi

ΥM:Ci
+

KCi

fCi
} where ϑ ≥ JCi

ΥM:Ci
+

KCi

fCi
∀C ∈ CH . Then, the

problem can be further transformed into

min O =
∑

Ci∈CH

(
HCi

ΥM:Ci

+ ICi
T 2
Ci

) +Qϑ, (14a)

TminCi
≤ TCi

≤ TmaxCi
,∀C ∈ CH, (14b)

JCi

ΥM:Ci

+
KCi

fCi

≤ ϑ,∀C ∈M. (14c)

Given CH ∀C ∈ M in Eq. (14) is convex such that it can
be solved through Langrange-Multiplier [40]. The Langrange-
Multiplier partial formula can be expressed as

LM =
∑

Ci∈CH

(
HCi

ΥM:Ci

+ ICiT
2
Ci

) +Qϑ+ ð(
∑

Ci∈CH

ΥM:Ci

− 1 +
∑

Ci∈CH

h̄(
KCi

fCi

− ϑ)),

(15)

where ð and h̄ are the constraints of Langrange-Multiplier.
Given the aforementioned Eq. (15), we can conclude that
by applying Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we can efficiently
solve the resource management problem in Eq. (12) through
Algorithm 4. The final convex optimization problem can be
formulated as:

min O =∑
Ci∈CH

(
HCi

∑
Ci∈CH(HC + 2ICT

3

JC
KC)

1
3

(HC + 2ICT 3

JC
KC)

1
3

+ ICi
T 2
Ci

)+

QmaxCi∈CH{(
JCi

∑
Ci∈CH(HC + 2ICT

3

JC
KC)

1
3

(HC + 2ICT 3

JC
KC)

1
3

+
KCi

fCi

},

(16a)

Algorithm 4: THF Resource Management
Input: {TC : C ∈ CH};
Output: Optimal resource management for single CH

as {ΥM:C : C ∈ CH} and {TC : CH ∈ ES};
initialization;
Steps:

1) The bandwidth Υ in optimization problem Eq. (12),
replaced with bandwidth in Eq. (13) to transform into
convex problem as in Eq. (16).

2) For C ∈ CH , optimal bandwidth can allocated through
Eq. (14).

3) For CH ∈ ES, minimum bandwidth can be
consumed through Eq. (15).

4) NLPQLP , IPOPT or CV X convex optimizer can
be utilized in Eq. (16) to solve and obtain optimal
computation capacity {TC : C ∈ CH}.

fminCi
≤ fCi

≤ fmaxCi
,∀C ∈M. (16b)

Since the original problem in Eq. (12) is convex and the final
problem in Eq. (16) is also convex, therefore they can be solved
by conventional convex optimization solvers such as NLPQLP
[41], IPOPT [42] or CVX [43] to obtain the optimal solution
{f∗Ci

: C ∈M}.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In order to evaluate the proposed framework, we carry out
our experiments with Synthetic data [44], MNIST [45], FEM-
NIST [44], and CIFAR-10 [46] datasets for image classifica-
tion tasks. We use CNN for MNIST and FEMNIST datasets
and PreResNet18 for CIFAR-10 dataset. In our experiments,
we use the benchmark code provided by [44] to divide the
training examples and testing examples exclusively. For the
Synthetic dataset, we use the benchmark code in [44] to
generate the non-i.i.d sample distribution on available clients.
Datasets description: The MNIST dataset contains 60000
training examples and 10000 testing examples of handwritten
images with digits ranging from 0− 9 with a size of 28× 28
pixels. The FEMNIST dataset consists of 803267 handwritten
images of 28 × 28 pixels. Those images include 52 letters
and 10 digits written and distributed on 3500 people and
3500 devices. The CIFAR-10 dataset contains 50000 training
examples and 10000 testing examples, and each example
consists of 32 × 32 size images with three different RGB
channels. The datasets are trained on the CNN model with
two 5 × 5 convolution layers, an output layer, and a fully
connected layer.
System configuration: All of our experiments are conducted
on a server with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i9-9980HK CPU @
2.40GHz and 32 GB of RAM, where the THF framework is
developed in Python and executed in TensorFlow.
Experiments settings: We use pathological non-i.i.d partitions
of data in a way that each client receives images corresponding
to only four labels, so each client receives at least 150
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TABLE II: A complete set of information about the model
architectures and hyper-parameters used in our experiments.

Dataset MNIST FEMNIST CIFAR-10
Model CNN CNN PreResNet18

Hidden layers [64,128,256,512]
Momentum 0.5
Optimizer Stochastic Gradient Descent

Learning rate 0.05 0.1 0.1
Batch size 10 20 20

Network dimensions 500 × 500m2

Max egde server bandwidth 10 MHz
CHs transmission power 400 mW

Clients transmission power 200 mW
Clients (C) 100 500 1000

Clusters (CLs′) 10 [50,55,60,65] [50,55,60,65]
Edge-servers (M) 5 [10,15,20,25] [10,15,20,25]

Communication rounds (N ) 100 300 500
Local epochs 20 50 50
Edge-epochs 10

Local updates/round 500 700 700
Local updates size 25000 nats

examples. This non-i.i.d distribution shuffles the data and then
divides it into multiple groups, where each group is then
evenly distributed into multiple clients each with 150 training
examples. In the network configurations, we deploy five edge-
servers (M) for MNIST training, so each M is correspondent
to at least two clusters (CL) for communication operations.
For clustering, we use Euclidean distance metric and set the
distance threshold to 4.0, so the nearby clients form a CL and
then allows the corresponding M to choose a CH in each CL
based on the available client’s resources.

In the proposed experiments, we first evaluate the THF
framework’s convergence properties on MNIST, FEMNIST,
and CIFAR-10 datasets. Then we use Synthetic data and
compare the client selection and resource management of the
proposed framework with the classical approaches. Finally, we
choose the state-of-the-art FL approaches and compare the
performance gains in terms of training accuracy and training
loss on the MNIST dataset. We set the hyper-parameters and
model architectures the same as in [44], while the number of
C, CLs′,M, N are set according to the optimal results. The
benchmark hyper-parameters and model architecture are given
in Table II, while the heterogeneity of parameters is illustrated
experiment-wise.

A. Convergence Analysis

In order to investigate the convergence performance, we
consider four different scenarios. In particular, we con-
sider batch size = {10, 15, 20, 50}, number of CLs′ =
{10, 20, 30, 40} and number of local updates per round =
{50, 100, 300, 1000} and show the convergence behaviour on
four different numbers of local epochs = {10, 25, 45, 100}.
Here, we set the test-set accuracy at 99% and report the
number of global communication rounds that are needed
to achieve the targeted test-set accuracy. The rest of the
parameters are set as described in Table II. In Table III, we
report the convergence behaviour of THF framework. We show
that the targeted accuracy is achieved in lower communication
rounds when the local epochs are set to higher numbers. The

TABLE III: Number of global communication rounds to
achieve the targeted test-set accuracy at four different number
of local epochs with respect to batch size, number of clusters
and the number of local updates per round on MNIST dataset
for pathological non-iid data.

CNN MNIST: Test-set Accuracy = 99%
local epochs batch size clusters updates global rounds

10

10 10 50 468
15 20 100 421
20 30 300 401
50 40 1000 372

25

10 10 50 427
15 20 100 341
20 30 300 309
50 40 1000 269

45

10 10 50 227
15 20 100 184
20 30 300 147
50 40 1000 138

100

10 10 50 171
15 20 100 152
20 30 300 137
50 40 1000 109
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Fig. 3: Comparison of THF training accuracy concerning
number of clusters and edge-servers on FEMNIST dataset for
pathological non-iid data in 300 global communication rounds.

highlighted number of communication rounds show the best
performance in each scenario.

To further investigate the convergence behaviour of the
THF framework, we conduct our experiments on the FEM-
NIST dataset. In the experiments, we set 500 clients, batch
size 20, local epochs 50, local updates per round 700, and
show the convergence behaviour concerning multiple CLs′ as
{45, 50, 55, 60} and multiple M as {8, 12, 15, 20}. The clients
use the recognition accuracy with the test dataset as a metric
to evaluate the trained CNN model. Due to randomization in
deep learning, we repeat each experiment several times and
plot the average result. In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, we show the
training performance of the THF framework on the FEMNIST
dataset concerning a different number of CLs′ and M in 300
communication rounds. As shown in Fig. 3, increment in the
number of CLs′ and M generate more accurate models and
achieve high accuracy. As we can see, with the high number
of M, the convergence speed shows an absolute acceleration,
which proves the significance of THF in modern complex
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Fig. 4: Comparison of THF training loss concerning number
of clusters and edge-servers on FEMNIST dataset for patho-
logical non-iid data in 300 global communication rounds.
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Fig. 5: Comparison of THF training accuracy concerning
number of clusters and edge-servers on CIFAR-10 dataset for
pathological non-iid data in 500 global communication rounds.

networks. This improvement is attributed to the number of
operations performed by CLs′, as the number of operations
also increases with the increasing number of CLs′. Besides,
moreCLs′ have more local updates; therefore, the number of
CLs′ operations is directly proportional to the local updates.
Hence, more CLs′ produce more accuracy. In contrast, Fig.
4 depicts the training loss of all four scenarios. As shown,
the more CLs′ and M are involved in the training, the more
fluctuation occurs in the graph. We attribute this fluctuation
to the higher number of operations performed by CLs′ and
the more edge-iterations. Therefore, it is crucial to find the
optimal number of CLs′ and M. In Section IV-D, we show
the performance of the proposed THF through the optimal
configurations.

Similarly, we conduct our experiments on the CIFAR-10
dataset with more complicated settings in a dense network.
Here, we deploy 1000 clients, batch size 20, local epochs
50, local updates per round 700 and measure the conver-
gence behaviour concerning a higher number of CLs′ as
{50, 55, 60, 65} and M as {10, 15, 20, 25}. The effects of
dense network settings on convergence speed are exhibited
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Fig. 6: Comparison of THF training loss concerning number
of clusters and edge-servers on CIFAR-10 dataset for patho-
logical non-iid data in 500 global communication rounds.

in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 through 500 global communication
rounds. As shown in Fig. 5, the higher number of CLs′ and
M produces high convergence speed and more accuracy. In
contrast, in Fig. 6, the higher number of CLs′ and M also
faces high expected loss than the case of fewer CLs′ and
M. We attribute this loss to the higher number of clients’
responsibilities on CHs. Moreover, the data samples on clients
and the number of labels to learn in the CIFAR-10 dataset
are higher than MNIST and FEMNIST datasets. Therefore,
we assume that the characteristics of naturally capturing the
clients’ heterogeneity, CIFAR-10 dataset performance through
data partitioning would be worse than the learning perfor-
mance of MNIST and FEMNIST.

B. Client Selection

Here, we study the behaviour of efficient client selection by
CHs. In particular, we consider the integer linear programming
(ILP) based approach [47] and compare it with the THF
stochastic approach. In the simulation experiments, we set the
above mentioned hyper-parameters and use synthetic data to
select the clients with all the required skills as mentioned in
Eq. (10). Fig. 7 shows the evaluation of selected clients on
four different metrics: (a) clients skills, (b) CH confidence
level, (c) selection cost, and (d) relationship among clients.
The clients selected by the proposed THF framework has the
higher confidence level on CH (Fig. 7 (b)), which helps CHs
to select the clients in lower cost (Fig. 7 (c)). Furthermore, the
clients show the best relationship between each other (Fig. 7
(d)) which helps in minimizing the global communication cost.
As shown in Fig. 7 (a), the clients skills efficiency in THF is
≈ 19% lower than the ILP-based approach. The reason behind
this low performance is that, in the initial communication
round THF is not well-aware of the clients skills which results
into ≈ 35.4% chance to select the best team. Whereas, the
proposed framework has the ability to select best team with
≈ 85% chance in the next communication round.
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Fig. 7: Overall efficiency of the proposed stochastic approach for client selection on synthetic data. The clients are selected
based on four metrics a) team skills, b) CH confidence level, c) recruitment cost and d) relationship among each other.
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Fig. 8: Efficiency of THF resource management in terms of learning delay ratio (a and c) and global cost ratio (b and d) with
respect to the growing number of clients and clusters, respectively.

C. Resource Management

For resource management, we consider two classical tech-
niques for comparison with THF, namely; proportional re-
source allocation [48] and uniform resource allocation [49]. In
proportional resource allocation, we adopt clients-to-CH and
CH-to-edge association strategy where, the bandwidth of each
M is distributed among each ∀C ∈M, reversely proportional
to the distance in a way that the communication overhead can
be mitigated. In uniform resource allocation, the bandwidth of
each M is distributed evenly among the clients ∀C ∈M and
the computation capacity of C ∈ M is randomly determined
between fminCi

and fmaxCi
which is similar to the proposed THF.

As shown in Fig. 8, the proposed THF resource management
achieves the best performance in terms of learning delay ratio
and global cost ratio with respect to the number of clients and
number of clusters. In Particular, in Fig 8 (a) and Fig 8 (b),
we set the number of clusters to five and measure the learning
delay ratio and global cost ratio concerning the increasing
number of clients. Similarly, in Fig 8 (c) and Fig 8 (d), we
set the number of clients to 100 and measure the learning
delay ratio and the global cost ratio concerning the increasing
number of clusters.

In Fig. 8, we set five edge-servers and explore the impact of
clients and clusters on the performance gain in cost reduction.
In particular, with the fixed number of clusters as five, in Fig.
8 (a), we set the energy weight as λPe

= 0 and delay weight
as λPd

= 1 where, the proposed THF resource management
achieves significant learning delay ratio compared to the
proportional and uniform resource allocation. In Fig. 8 (b),
the weights of energy and delay are randomly assigned as
λPe

, λPd
∈ [0, 1] and λPe

+λPd
= 1. Where, THF outperforms

other techniques in terms of global cost ratio with respect to

the growing number of clients and fixed number of clusters as
five. The major reason behind this significant improvement is
that the stochastic approach helps to select the most suitable
clients that efficiently utilize the given bandwidth and achieves
significant performance gain.

Similarly, with the fixed number of clients as 100 in Fig. 8
(c) and Fig. 8 (d), the THF obtains the best performance in
comparison to other techniques with respect to the number
of clusters. The fact behind this efficient performance is
that the numerical value of λPe

is larger than the value of
λPd

, which shows that energy plays a vital role in global
cost minimization. Another reason is that in the proposed
approach, the clients in the clusters are selected through the
stochastic approach, which performs optimally towards the
computation overhead. In addition, proportional and uniform
resource allocation techniques solve clients-to-CH and CH-
to-edge associations without optimization. Therefore, we can
say that the performance gain in THF resource management
is achieved through clients-to-edge optimization.

D. Comparison with state-of-the-art

For comparison with other FL approaches, we consider a
number of existing approaches namely; Clustered Federated
Learning (CFL) [10], Client-edge-Cloud (CEC) Hierarchical
FL [50], Two Stream FL (TSFL) [9], Federated Averaging
(FedAvg) [8] and compare their performances with the pro-
posed THF framework. Here, we set the optimal configurations
as local epochs = {20}, number of clusters = {10}, number
of edge-servers = {5}, local updates per round = {500} and
run the experiment for 100 global communication rounds. The
MNIST dataset is split into 25% for testing and 75% for
training in a random way. The rest of the parameters are set
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Fig. 9: Comparison of THF with existing FL approaches in
terms of training accuracy on MNIST dataset for pathological
non-iid data in 100 global communication rounds.
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Fig. 10: Comparison of THF with existing FL approaches in
terms of training loss on MNIST dataset for pathological non-
iid data in 100 global communication rounds.

as in Table I. We conduct a number of training experiments
to show the performance gain by THF over the state-of-the-
art FL approaches. As shown in Fig. 9 and Fig 10, we show
the training accuracy and training loss, respectively with the
growing number of global communication rounds on MNIST
dataset. As shown in Fig. 9, the proposed THF achieves a
higher training accuracy than CFL, CEC, TSFL and FedAvg
by around 3%, 6%, 7% and 11%, respectively. Due to the
support of randomized clusters, CFL performs better than other
existing techniques. The TSFL and CEC achieve competitive
accuracy among each other. The fact behind this, the TSFL is
supported with two model aggregation and CEC is supported
with the edge-servers for partial aggregation that helps them to
obtain higher efficiency. Where, the classical approach FedAvg
performs significantly poor. In contrast, the proposed THF
outperforms all the existing approaches due to the additional
computation of edge-servers’, CHs’ support, clients selection
and optimal resource management. In addition, in Fig. 10, THF
has lower training loss than CFL, CEC, TSFL and FedAvg
by around 2%, 8%, 10% and 13%, respectively. The reason

behind this lower loss, the clients in THF additionally undergo
several local rounds of model aggregation from CH-to-edge
such that the clients get the benefits from the local updates at
the edge.

V. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we briefly discuss the complexity analysis
of the proposed THF framework. In particular, we first dis-
cuss the communication complexity, and then we explain the
impact of THF’s client selection and resource management on
computational complexity.

A. Communication Complexity

We present the communication overhead between the cloud
server (X), edge server (M), cluster head (CH), and the
participating clients (Cm). In the initial phase of the global
communication round, the X distributes the learning parame-
ters p to a cluster of Cm through M. In the training phase,
we assume the training consists of N rounds, each of which
has e epochs. Once Cm computes the local model, the clients
upload p of those local models to M through CH . The M

averages them as
∑

Cm∈Mi
|D|µl

|DCn |
and broadcast it to all clusters

for next local model computation round. The clients again
iterate until the M reaches at the desired edge-accuracy as
δ(log( 1

ε ))

1−θ . Finally, all the edge models are upload to the X
for global aggregation of the next communication round. The
communication between Cm to X is performed through the
M. Therefore, the increased communication factor is only
during the upload phase. Moreover, since the CHs are elected
iteratively in each global communication round, there is no
extra burden on CHs.

B. Computation Complexity

We consider the THF’s client selection and resource man-
agement as our significant contribution to computational com-
plexity. In Figs. 7 and 8, we show the efficiency of the pro-
posed client selection and resource management techniques,
respectively. As shown in Fig. 7 (c), the recruitment cost
almost remains the same with the increasing number of
clients. Because our THF recruits clients with minimum cost
ψ3Pci,s̄, and this selection cost increases with the magnitude
of gradients rather than the number of clients. Therefore,
the computational factor is only related to the number of
gradients regardless of the number of clients. In resource
management, we show the learning delay ratio and global cost
ratio concerning clients and clusters in Fig. 8. As shown, the
impact of the learning delay ratio decreases with the increasing
number of clients and remains almost stable during global
cost. At the same time, the impact of the learning delay ratio
and global cost ratio increases linearly with the increasing
number of clusters. That is because the number of clusters is
unidentified during the clustering process. Therefore, declaring
the number of clusters, in the beginning can reduce the
computation overhead. Hence, the proposed framework can
be applied to the computation constraint environments.
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VI. DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the major points about our
findings in this paper.
• FL suffers from communication overhead in large net-

works. To this end, the proposed THF framework lever-
ages edge-computation in order to systematically reduce
the communication cost by dividing the transmission load
on edges.

• The clients in FL may hold non-iid distributions of data,
which hinders those clients to perform optimally. To this
end, the proposed THF selects only suitable clients who
have all the required skills to perform a given FL task
efficiently.

• The THF divides the resource management problem into
three subproblems: 1) clients in cluster, 2) CH-to-edge
aggregation and 3) edge-to-cloud aggregation. By doing
so, THF achieves substantial performance gain compared
to proportional and uniform resource allocation.

• The THF is effective, especially for the situations
where the communication bandwidth is constrained as
it achieves the targeted accuracy within less global com-
munication rounds.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents a novel 3-way hierarchical framework
(THF) for efficient client selection and resource management
in federated learning. In particular, the proposed framework
deploys edge-servers in the middle of the network and chooses
cluster-heads in clusters of clients to perform edge-aggregation
between clients and the cloud server. In addition, the proposed
framework introduces a novel client selection approach to
choose the optimal clients for a given FL task while minimiz-
ing the communication cost. Further, a joint communication
and computation resource management algorithm is introduced
to achieve global cost minimization. Extensive simulation
experiments on a commonly used FL dataset have been
conducted to show the performance of the proposed frame-
work in terms of convergence, client selection, and resource
management. Besides, the proposed framework is compared
with the state-of-the-art federated learning approaches and
achieves significant performance gains. Finally, we present the
complexity analysis of the proposed framework and discuss
the findings in this paper. The impact of applying popular
techniques for increasing privacy (e.g., secure computation,
differential privacy, and encryption techniques) are left for
future work. In addition, an investigation on the presence of
adversaries in the proposed framework is also planned to be
considered.
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